The end of an era?
With the spread of the Opal Card and the withdrawal from 1 January 2016 of most paper tickets, will
this be the end of an era for ticket collectors? Here I present an overview of transport ticketing on
government services in Sydney since 1879.
The first train from Sydney to Parramatta in 1855 used paper tickets. Edmondson card tickets were
introduced in 1856.
No tickets are known for the first tram which ran between Redfern Railway and Circular Quay from
1861-1864. Like most private horse buses of the time, the fare was placed in a fare box. It was only
when larger companies emerged in the 1890s that the idea of prepaid tickets emerged.
When the steam trams began operation in 1879 for the International Exhibition, there was no
thought this would be a permanent arrangement and so little thought was given to tickets. However
after the exhibition closed the steam trams became so popular that more permanent tickets were
used. The first group of special tickets to the Showground and Randwick Racecourse date from 1882
and Special Event tickets used today are their ancestors.
A re-organisation in the 1890s saw the first paper tickets used on steam and cable trams, possibly
after earlier ticket scandals. When the first electric line opened in 1899 ticket size was reduced and
tickets “by line” were introduced. An interesting “check ticket” was given to passengers travelling to
Rose Bay from the city after they had paid on the cable tram because they had to change at
Edgecliff. The earliest tram tourist tickets were produced in Edmondson style by the railway ticket
branch until definitive types were designed.
A special series of Sunday surcharge tickets (printed in red) were introduced in 1914 (and again in
1947) and the all night trams also had their own style. Many of the isolated lines (including Broken
Hill) had their own series including Broken Hill racecourse. There were even stamps used for the
return of advertising packets to newspapers.
The first private omnibuses mostly did not use tickets which were only made compulsory in 1924.
After that mostly only the larger companies used them and they are quite rare. When the
government first ran buses from Christmas Day 1932 their tickets were modelled on tram tickets of
the time. Both tram, bus and Sydney Harbour Bridge toll tickets were printed at the NSW
Government Printing works, initially on coloured paper. When this became scarce at the start of
World War 2 white paper with a thick band was used, but to save ink(!) the size of this was later
reduced. Weeks “A” “B” and “C” were initially used and common tram and bus tickets were
introduced in 1956. Names on the tickets changed from “NSW Government Tramways” to
“Department of Road Transport & Tramways” to “Dept. of Govt. Transport” with the times. Two
trolley bus systems used tram tickets.
The first weeklies were used in Sydney in the late 1940s on route 290 (punch type) and extensively in
Newcastle though decimal currency versions are extremely rare. Quarterly and yearly bus versions
were still years away. There were also various attempts at co-ordination at Manly in 1952 and also at
Mosman. But the first cross-over tickets were railway types also valid on the Sans Souci steam tram
from the 1890s.
To facilitate queuing “beret girls” were introduced in the 1940s and used Ultimate tickets. TIM
machines were used on the first 31 seater one man buses (how I wish I had kept my route 370
tickets from the early 1950s!).

The PTC, UTA and STA era saw early attempts at co-ordination and modernization. The earliest ticket
vending machines were used on ferries and hyrofoils but it was not until 1991 that the railway type
was seen as the way to go, beginning with the Eastern Suburbs Railway in 1979. Meanwhile MetroTens on buses had been replaced by STATS electronic types and the 1990s saw a large range of
tourist type bus and ferry tickets issued. The end of an era came in 1989 with the closing of the
Government Printing Office and the inability to keep producing Edmondson type tickets.
When the printer of the Ultimate tickets went out of business in the early 1990s a range of paper
tickets for use by sports queue conductors made its appearance. More and more tickets were sold
from vending machines.
The odd special event (such as the 1954 Royal Tour) had produced special tickets and these were
issued from time to time, a notable one being a postcard size for a papal tour.
Pre-pay was introduced at certain areas and on certain routes from 1997.
My Zone tickets were introduced in 2010 resulting in much more co-ordination. This also saw the
State Transit Authority reduced to par with private bus companies in the areas it contracts for
Transport for NSW. Special Event tickets are now co-ordinated by this latter body and fares on all
transport modes are paid to it.
The first attempt at smart card ticketing (The T-Card) was a notable failure as it did not deliver. It
was replaced by the current Opal Card progressively from 2014 and almost certainly exclusively by
the end of 2016. Sydney Monorail and Light Rail were brought under the government umbrella.
Special passes and periodicals were issued by the railways as tokens and some ferry operators also
used this method. School student transport was co-ordinated from the 1940s (the only halfpenny
ticket ever issued being one for Newcastle) and tram/bus types issued. School term passes were
standardised on both private and government buses.
It is worth remembering that the range of ticket types issued over the years often reflected an
economic and social need. For example some of the early prepaid steam tram tickets were for
apprentices, cadets and bathers. Also this type of ticket lasted until 1968 as its method of production
(NSW Govt. Printer) remained the same, though in their last years these were only issued in “OS”
form for staff.
Another aspect of ticketing traces fare increases and the way the economy has changed over time.
The introduction of pensioner excursion tickets is a good example.
There are still some quite unusual tickets around today. Transfer tickets were often introduced when
routes were changed but their use often fell away as commuters got used to the changes. But did
you know you can still get a transfer ticket on certain STA bus routes? And yes- it’s a driver-produced
paper ticket!
The following illustrations can be placed where you like. I have captioned them.

The first tram ticket, 1879.

Cable/electric tram check ticket.

Early private bus ticket.

Tram ticket election showing the extra Entertainment Tax for entry to Randwick racecourse.

Newcastle TIM ticket.

Modern ferry ticket (replaced by My Ferry type).

On Service bus ticket issued in 1968, of the type originally introduced in the 1880s.

The first government bus ticket in Sydney.

Trial STATS ticket 1991.

Combined rail/private bus pass

Ferry (archive examples) replaced by bridge toll

Looks unassuming but an example of the Parkeon machine used with the T card trial, which was
different from the normal AES Prodata tickets.

Nice take off of a train ticket.

Authority to Travel ticket issued at Bathurst rail station and exchanged for use on local buses

Toy ticket based on generic private bus type of the 1950s

There was apparently a tramways staff club called “The last Tram Stop” at 13 Jamison St Sydney.
Here are metal entry passes, the first in the American style, the latter also known with number 3888.
Records show a tramway substation at this location and possibly also other offices.
The only single trip ticket now left!

